
 

Dear Parents  
Kindly note that summer vacations for your ward will be 1st June to 2nd July 2023. School will be reopen on 3rd July 2023 
at usual time. 
We are sharing with you a few parenting tips which will help your ward to be civilized and achieve their goals in coming 
time. 
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Make a card and express your gratitude towards your father. 

Plant a tree and save earth. 

Practice Yoga to be fit throughout life. 
 



M.R. CITI PUBLIC SCHOOL, BALACHAUR 

Class - III 
Holiday Homework 

 
GENERAL INSTRUCTION – 
 1.  The Holidays home work must be done in a very neat and presentable manner. Questions   
   must be done in the given sequence. 
 2.  The child will be assessed for the presentation, neatness, completion of all the given   
  questions and timely submission. 
 3.  For the project, wherever it is mentioned, strictly adhere to the instructions. 
 4.  Complete the work on A-4 size sheet or on a separate notebook. 
 5.  Involve your parents or guardian while using scissors for making models. 
 6.  Last but not least revise all the content given in notebook as it will help you for future   
  assessments. 
 

 

ENGLISH 
1. Read the passage and answer the following questions: 

 

2.  Find the meaning of the word from dictionary and make its sentences. 

Trades, hesitation, fasting, pitter -patter, pollution, begged, boon, 

wonderful, stranger, vanished 

3. Rearrange the given jumbled words in correct 

order.  Eg. Is a/good/john/swimmer 

  John is a good swimmer.  

(a)  chocolate./like/children  

(b)   rang/the/He/bell  

(c)   straight!/up/sit  

(d)  Birds/high/fly/sky./in the 



(e)   you/are/what/drawing? 

(f)   sweet./the /are/mangoes 

(g)  we/friends. /are  

(h)  broke/this/window?/who 

(i)  feed/the/Go/ducks./and 

 4. Look at the Noun below .Put them into the correct place. 
 

 

 

4. Make new words . 

 

5.   By making a card wishes your father “Happy Father’s Day". 

 

 



MATHS 
Chapter-1 

1. Write the number name of 5689 ___________ 

2. Write the numerals for six thousand two hundred eighty-one ___________ 

3. Write the expanded form of 4079 ___________ 

4. Write the successor of 3815 ___________ 

5. Write the predecessor of___________2067 

6. Fill in the blanks by counting in 100s 2100,2200, ,  ,  ,    

7. Compare the numbers write <,>,or=  

 (a) 2436 (      )  9999 

 (b) 8901 (   )   8901 

8.  Circle the greatest number  

2854,3179,7264,6543 

9. Circle the smaller number 

5328,1246,9214,6372 

10. Write the following numbers in ascending order:  

   9621,1580,7643,4861 

11. Write the following numbers in descending order:  

5728,4205,4816,6214 

12. Write the greatest and smallest number formed by given digits 2,8,5,4 

13. Write the last digit to make the number even-573   

14. Round off 83 to the nearest 10 

15. Round off 6089 to the nearest 10 

Chapter-2 

1. 315 + 403 

2. 4965 + 2984 

3. 752 + 100 + 121 

4. 9005 + 4126 

5. 1749 + 3100 + 40 

6. 1579 + 2486 + 65 

7. There are 246 tables and 178 chairs in a school. What is the total number of tables and chairs 

in the   school? 

8. In a rose garden, there are 368 plants of red rose and 273 plants of pink roses. How many rose 

 plants are there in all? 

9. Fill in the blanks- 144 + 0 =        

10. ADD 5004 + 2546 

11. 155 +  = 155 

12. Estimate the sums to the nearest 10 ( 15 + 8)   

13. Aman has 486 orange marbles, 202 blue marbles. What is the  total number of marbles does 

Aman have? 

14. Estimate the sums to the nearest 100 ( 765+112) 



15. ADD 357 + 1 

16. Write tables 2 to10. 

17. Do the following Activity:- 

 

Reasoning ability 

1. Look at the pattern of numbers: 21  29  37  45  ? 

2. Write down all the odd numbers from the list below   42   35   23        28    36    61  

3. If day before yesterday was Sunday then what will be the day after    tomorrow? 

4. What is the 500 more than 700? 

5. Reena's father is the only son of Ram's father. How Ram's wife is related  to 

Reena?                        

6. If you have three Rs.50 note. How much money you have? 

7. What is the missing number- 2 5   8   11   14 ? 

8. Find the missing number 

8 16 

? 32 

9. The third rose from the right end 
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A B   C D   E 

10. What is the double of 40? 

 

 
 



Science 
 

Ques/ Ans 
 Q1.  Draw a well labeled diagram of Parts of Plant.  

 Q2.  What are the five sense organs and draw it also. 

 Q3.  Name the things that are bad for human health. 

 Q4.  Where is urine stored?  

 Q5. What is the nervous system made up of? 

 Q6.  Which gas is required to burn food and get energy from food? 

 Q7.  Do some breathing exercise at home and send pictures. 

 Q8.  Give two examples of Tap Root System and Fibrous root system. 

 Q9.  Name the two roots and stems which we can eat. 

 Q10.  Collect different kinds of Edible and Non-Edible seeds and paste it on sheet. 

 Q11.  Name the leaves that are used to make chutney. 

 Q12.  Which type of beak is suitable for catching fish? 

 Q13.  Find some insects around you and name them.  

 Q14.  Name two insects that are harmful. 

 
Project -  Make a model on life cycle of butterfly. 

Activity -  Germinate seeds at your home. (You can use dry seeds like bean or gram from the kitchen.) 

 

Social science 
Questions answers 

1. What does solar system consist of? 

2. When was solar system formed? 

3. How much time light takes from the Sun to reach the Earth? 

4. Which planet is called the ice-giant planet? 

5. Who was proved that the Earth was round like a ball? 

6. Which is the smallest and largest ocean? 

7. Which is the smallest and largest continent? 

8. Write the name of a sea coast in India. 

9. Which planet lies between Earth and Jupiter? 

10. What do we call a people who make maps? 

11. What is an atlas? 

12. In which continent India lies? 

13. What do you mean by poles? 

14. What are wall maps? 

Project -  Make a chart by pasting pictures of national symbols and write down their names. 

Activity -  Plant a tree in your locality. Click and paste pictures and also write down 

the importance of     trees. 
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